
Top 10 Reasons Why Rational  
     and CloudOne are Better Together

1) Adaptability
OnCloudOne, all of our server space is on-demand, and we don’t make you pay 
extra for the privilege of adapting your environment dynamically to your needs 
each month.  Your Rational datacenter onCloudOne changes with your needs, 
when you need it, without the headaches and overhead of maintaining it in-house.

2) Easy Integration
OnCloudOne, we know you need to integrate your development tools into 
directories, databases and file storage centers, so we design clouds that integrate 
seamlessly into your existing environment.  It’s transparent and easy.

3) Security You Can Count On
We pride ourselves on keeping your information private and secure, and are 
audited annually by outside consultants. We use an isolated, non-shared island 
architecture, as well as by both physical and logical access restrictions.  And your 
sessions are secured and encrytpted from the desktop to the server through VPN.

4) No Complicated Server Choices
We don’t confuse you with 100 different configuration choices.  We work with 
you to determine what you need to run your IBM software in a supported, top-
performing way.  We do this for you at no charge, and give you the optimal OS and 
server environment for your exact software configuration every time.
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5) No Setup Charge
Whether you just want to try us out, pilot some new software, or add a test 
environment for a month or two, we make it easy.  There are never any setup charges.  
Not onCloudOne.

6) No Extra Data Transfer Charges
When you use IBM Software in your Virtual Private Cloud at CloudOne, there’s no 
surprises on network bandwidth: we include network capacity most commonly 
needed in your service fee, and if you exceed that amount, we state up-front how 
much it will cost.

7) No Confusing Storage Calculations
We include the storage you need for your tools, and back it up and restore it on 
schedule or on command.  If you need more, no surprises: we price it up-front.

8) Quick Product Setup
We can take care of installation for you, and work with IBM and your team to get it 
done fast.  We offer true software-as-a-service, not some complicated image  
library system.

9) User ID Support
Need to add/remove users from your environment?  Consider it done – CloudOne’s 
support team can take care of it for you online, e-mail or on the phone.

10) Patches and Upgrades
Want patches and upgrades automatically applied to your software products?  
OnCloudOne you can always be up-to-date.

Elastic.  
Economical.  

Global.  

It’s the rational cloud  
from CloudOne.

Are you OnCloudOne?

Learn more. 
(888) 850-CLOUD

sales@oncloudone.com
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What do you get when you’re onCloudOne?

An elastic, on-demand delivery 
model, which scales up and 
scales down, and is ready when 
you need it at each phase of 
software development

An economical Rational 
workbench, with an affordable, 
pay-as you-go model,  
with no upfront investment,  
no maintenance fees, and no 
long-term contracts

A global, trusted and secure 
collaboration platform that is 
available anytime, anywhere


